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As people of Northern Ghana, we must strive to build peace regardless of our political, ethnic and religious persuasions or affiliations. We must be able to put the past behind us and seek only to pursue an agenda that will pool our resources together to build a just, fair and prosperous society where there is an equitable distribution of our regions’ wealth to the benefit of our people.

The five (5) regions in the North are well positioned to take advantage of the various pro-poor policies and programmes of Akufo-Addo’s administration such as the One District, One Factory (1D1F); One Village, One Dam (1V1D); Planting for Food and Jobs; the IPEP, among others. These projects and policies are to structurally transform and reverse the relative under-development and eliminate extreme poverty in the North.

This conference provides a good opportunity to come up with comprehensive ideas, plans and programmes, in our drive to chart a transformative change towards the long-term development of Northern Ghana.

As Ghana’s international partners, we applaud Government of Ghana’s commitment to tackling high inequality; setting a target by 2028 to reduce poverty rates in the region with the highest rate to no more than three times that in the region with the lowest rate. This is ambitious and radical. Poverty rates here in Northern Ghana are currently up to twelve times higher than down South in Accra.
“This platform (Northern Ghana Development Conference) rallies the five (5) Northern regions to come together to identify common developmental challenges and potentials in terms of investments, natural resources, human resources and then also to identify the gaps given the efforts of existing governments’ policy direction.”

“Northern Ghana is always plagued with conflicts. Anytime we are in the news for the wrong reasons. Chiefs as the first point of call, we have to adjudicate justly and fairly because justice delayed is justice denied. Then also Northern Ghana is so many years behind development in terms of North and South. This forum addresses those challenges.”

“To develop Northern Ghana, we must focus on three things: agriculture, processing of agriculture produce and tourism.”

“It is important to promote continuity in investments across political regimes so that infrastructure is completed and maintained, to ensure no one is left behind.”
The Northern Ghana Development Conference will subsequently become Northern Ghana Development Summit (NGDS). A permanent (NGDS) liaison office should be established at the Northern Development Authority Offices to undertake follow-up on Summit decisions, coordinate activities between Summits and also undertake advocacy on key Northern Ghana development priorities.

Irrigated agriculture should become the focus of government agricultural policy in the North with annual targets for the development of irrigation schemes in Northern Ghana. For instance, representations should be made to government to consolidate the large number of mini dams (or dug-outs) into fewer but more substantial dams which can support meaningful dry season farming.

All districts should be encouraged to establish District Peace Committees. Also, all MMDCEs should undergo conflict sensitization training.

Scale up social protection and public works to address deep poverty and expand the scope to include a focus on resilience-enhancing activities to complement government’s local development initiatives.

The Ghana Beyond Aid Agenda is a necessity in light of dwindling donor funds. Government must take into consideration vulnerable groups that are likely to be affected by the implementation of the Agenda.

We must not only target poverty alleviation in Northern Ghana. We must also target wealth creation. For instance, the tourism potential of the North is not fully tapped.

"If we were to aim for just 2% of the Global Hay market of 210 million tons and could sell each ton for a mean of $150 dollars the North will accrue US$630,000 per year"

- Northern Development Authority